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Given a group G and integers r and s, let μG (r, s) be the minimum
cardinality of the product set AB , where A and B are subsets
of G of cardinality r and s, respectively. We compute μG for all
nonabelian groups of order pq, where p and q are distinct odd
primes, thus proving a conjecture of Deckelbaum. In addition, we
apply a theorem of Eliahou and Kervaire to compute μG for all
ﬁnite nilpotent groups.
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1. Introduction
Let G be a ﬁnite group, and let r, s  |G| be positive integers. We examine the smallest possible
cardinality of AB , where A and B are subsets of G of cardinalities r and s, respectively. We denote
this quantity by μG(r, s):
μG(r, s) = min
{|AB|: A, B ⊆ G, |A| = r, and |B| = s}.
The value of μG is known for a few classes of groups. Cauchy [1] and Davenport [2] independently
computed μG for the cyclic groups of prime order. Eliahou and Kervaire deﬁned a function κG(r, s)
which depends only on the orders of the subgroups of G , and they proved that μG(r, s) = κG(r, s) for
all r and s if G is either abelian or dihedral. In addition, Eliahou and Kervaire obtained bounds of μG
for all ﬁnite solvable groups. These results are summarized in a survey paper [6]. We present some of
these results in Section 2.2 and use them to show that μG = κG for all ﬁnite nilpotent groups.
However, the equality μG = κG is not true in general. Deckelbaum [3] showed that in every non-
abelian group G of order pq, where p and q are distinct odd primes, there exists a choice of r and s
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baum computed μG for nonabelian groups of order pq in the case where q = 3, and conjectured that
a similar result holds for general q.
In Section 3, we prove Deckelbaum’s conjecture, determining μG for all nonabelian groups of order
pq. For some r and s, it is still true that μG(r, s) = κG(r, s). However, for most r and s, we ﬁnd
μG(r, s) is equal to NκG(r, s), a variant of κG in the nonabelian setting, deﬁned in Section 2.2. Since
κG and NκG are equal for ﬁnite nilpotent groups, this result suggests that NκG is the more natural
way to extend κG to nonabelian groups. In addition, some of the methods we use to compute μG
for nonabelian groups of order pq could prove useful for computing μG for other nonabelian groups
which have few subgroups up to automorphisms of the group.
2. Deﬁnitions and supporting results
We begin by formally deﬁning product sets and minimum product set sizes.
Deﬁnition. Let G be a group, and let A, B ⊆ G . The product set AB is deﬁned by
AB = {ab | a ∈ A, b ∈ B}.
Deﬁnition. Let G be a ﬁnite group, and let r and s be integers such that 1  r, s  |G|. We deﬁne
μG(r, s) to be the minimum cardinality of the product of a subset of G of cardinality r and a subset
of G of cardinality s. That is,
μG(r, s) = min
{|AB| ∣∣ A, B ⊆ G, |A| = r, and |B| = s}.
2.1. Cyclic groups
If G is the cyclic group of prime order p, then μG has a simple form.
Theorem 1. (See Cauchy [1], Davenport [2].) Let G be the cyclic group of prime order p, and let r, s be integers
with 1 r, s p. Then μG(r, s) = min{r + s − 1, p}.
We will make frequent use of the Cauchy–Davenport theorem in this paper. The following theo-
rem describes which pairs of subsets of Z/p have a product that achieves the minimum cardinality
allowed by Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. (See Vosper [12].) Let p be a prime, and let A and B be subsets of Z/p with |A| 2, |B| 2, and
|A| + |B| < p. If |A + B| = |A| + |B| − 1, then A and B are arithmetic progressions with the same common
difference.
Notation. For convenience, we will use the terms arithmetic progression and common difference even
when we are using multiplicative notation for the cyclic group in question.
The following lemma shows that, in most cases, the common difference of an arithmetic progres-
sion in Z/p is uniquely determined up to sign. This result allows for a more powerful application of
Theorem 2.
Lemma 3. (See Deckelbaum [3].) Let p be an odd prime, and let S ⊂ Z/p be an arithmetic progression of length
2  |S|  p − 2 with common difference d. Then S is not also be an arithmetic progression of any common
difference other than d and −d modulo p.
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the elements of a sumset A + B by “growing” the sets A and B one element at a time.
Lemma 4. Let G be the cyclic group of prime order p. Let (A1, B1), . . . , (Aμ, Bμ) be a sequence of pairs of
subsets of G with μ p such that
• |A1| = |B1| = 1,
• Ai ⊆ Ai+1 and Bi ⊆ Bi+1 for 1 i μ − 1, and
• either Ai+1 = Ai and |Bi+1| = |Bi | + 1, or Bi+1 = Bi and |Ai+1| = |Ai| + 1, for 1 i μ − 1.
Then for 1  i  μ, there exist (not necessarily distinct) elements αi ∈ Ai and βi ∈ Bi such that the sums
αi + βi are distinct elements of G.
Proof. Note that |Ai| + |Bi | = i + 1 for all 1 i μ. We proceed by induction. Let α1 and β1 be the
unique elements of A1 and B1, respectively. Let 1 < i μ, and assume that we have α1, . . . ,αi−1 and
β1, . . . , βi−1 such that for all 1 j < i, α j ∈ A j , β j ∈ B j , and the α j + β j are distinct. By Theorem 1,
|Ai + Bi |min{p, |Ai|+ |Bi |−1} = i, since i μ p. Thus there exists an element αi +βi ∈ Ai + Bi \
{α1 + β1, . . . ,αi−1 + βi−1}, where αi ∈ Ai and βi ∈ Bi . This completes the induction. 
It will be helpful to restate the hypothesis of Lemma 4 in the following manner.
Corollary 5. Let G be a cyclic group of prime order p. Let A and B be nonempty subsets of G, let m = |A| +
|B| − 1, and let c0, c1, . . . , cm be an ordering of the elements of the formal disjoint union A unionsq B such that
c0 ∈ A and c1 ∈ B. Let μ = min{p,m}. Then for 1  i  μ there exist elements αi ∈ {c0, . . . , ci} ∩ A and
βi ∈ {c0, . . . , ci} ∩ B, such that the sums αi + βi are distinct elements of A + B.
Proof. Let A1 = {c0} and B1 = {c1}. For 2 i m, let Ai = Ai−1 ∪{ci} if ci ∈ A and Ai = Ai−1 if ci ∈ B .
Likewise, let Bi = Bi−1 ∪ {ci} if ci ∈ B and Bi = Bi−1 if ci ∈ A. We apply Lemma 4 to the sequence
(A1, B1), . . . , (Aμ, Bμ), noting that Ai = {c0, . . . , ci} ∩ A and Bi = {c0, . . . , ci} ∩ B . 
Often, we will not need the full generality of Corollary 5, so we give an additional corollary.
Corollary 6. Let G be a cyclic group of prime order p. Let A and B be nonempty subsets of G. Let r = |A|
and s = |B|. Let μ = min{p, r + s − 1}. Let {a0,a1, . . . ,ar−1} and {b0,b1, . . . ,bs−1} be arbitrary orderings
of the elements of A and B, respectively. Then there exist α1, . . . ,αμ ∈ A and β1, . . . , βμ ∈ B, not necessarily
distinct, such that
• αi + βi are distinct for all 1 i μ,
• αi ∈ {a0, . . . ,ai−1} for 1 i  r,
• βi = b0 for 1 i  r, and
• βi ∈ {b0, . . . ,bi−r} for r  i μ.
Proof. We let a0,b0,a1,a2, . . . ,ar−1,b1,b2, . . . ,bs−1 be the ordering of A unionsq B , and we apply Corol-
lary 5. 
2.2. General ﬁnite groups
We begin with the following simple observation.
Theorem 7. (See Mann [11].) Let G be a ﬁnite group. If r + s > |G| then μG(r, s) = |G|.
Thus, the interesting behavior of μG occurs when r + s |G|. To compute μ for general groups, it
will be useful to deﬁne the following quantity.
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fd(r, s) = d
(⌈
r
d
⌉
+
⌈
s
d
⌉
− 1
)
.
Equivalently, fd(r, s) is the sum of the least multiple of d no less than r and the greatest multiple
of d strictly less than s. It is clear that f1(r, s) = r + s − 1 for all r and s, and fd(r, s) = d if r, s  d.
It is conjectured by Eliahou and Kervaire in [7] that if G is solvable, then for each r and s, we have
μG(r, s) = fd(r, s) for some d, where d is the order of a subgroup of G . We use the functions fd to
deﬁne the following quantities.
Deﬁnition. Let G be a ﬁnite group. We deﬁne the functions DκG(r, s), κG(r, s), and NκG(r, s) as
follows:
DκG = min{ fd | d divides the order of G},
κG = min{ fd | d is the order of a subgroup of G},
NκG = min{ fd | d is the order of a normal subgroup of G}.
It is clear from these deﬁnitions that Dκ  κ  Nκ . It has been conjectured in [7] that μ  κ
for any (not necessarily solvable) group G , though at the present time only a weaker bound has been
proven [5]. For abelian and dihedral groups, it has been shown by Eliahou, Kervaire, and Plagne in [9]
and [4] that μ = κ for all r and s. In addition, Eliahou and Kervaire have obtained bounds for μ for
solvable groups in terms of these functions.
Theorem 8. (See Eliahou and Kervaire [8].) If G is a ﬁnite solvable group and 1 r, s |G|, thenDκG(r, s)
μG(r, s)NκG(r, s).
Theorem 8 allows us to immediately determine μG for any ﬁnite nilpotent group G .
Corollary 9. If G is a ﬁnite nilpotent group, then μG = κG . In particular, μG = κG if G is a ﬁnite p-group.
Proof. A ﬁnite nilpotent group G is solvable and is the direct product of its p-Sylow subgroups.
A ﬁnite p-group has a normal subgroup of every order dividing the order of the group, so G , too,
has a normal subgroup of every order dividing |G|. Thus DκG = κG = NκG , and so μG = κG by
Theorem 8. 
The contrapositive of the following theorem gives some structure of subsets whose product sets
are small. This result is central to the proof of Theorem 20, the main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 10. (See Zémor [13].) Let G be a ﬁnite group and A a subset of G. Assume that for every proper
subgroup K of G we have |AK | |A| + |K | − 1 and |K A| |A| + |K | − 1. Then for every subset B for which
either AB = G or B A = G, we have |AB| |A| + |B| − 1 and |B A| |A| + |B| − 1.
The following lemma is applicable when the hypothesis of Theorem 10 is false.
Lemma 11. Let A be a subset of a group G and let K be a subgroup of G. Let |A| = c|K | − u, where 0 u 
|K | − 1. If |AK | < |A| + |K | − 1, then |AK | = c|K |. Likewise, if |K A| < |A| + |K | − 1, then |K A| = c|K |.
Furthermore, in both cases, we conclude u  |K | − 2.
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c|K | − u = |A| |AK | < |A| + |K | − 1 = (c + 1)|K | − u − 1.
Since AK is a union of left cosets of K , we know |K | divides |AK |. From the above equation, it follows
that |AK | = c|K | and u  |K | − 2. The case where |K A| < |A| + |K | − 1 is analogous. 
Lemma 11 implies that A is a union of c cosets of K with u elements removed. We will also need
the contrapositive of the following result, which shows that if a product set is suﬃciently small, then
there are at least two ways of expressing each element of the product set as a product of elements of
the factor sets.
Theorem 12. (See Kemperman [10].) Let C = AB be the product of two ﬁnite sets in a group G. If there exists
c ∈ C which can be written uniquely as c = ab with a ∈ A and b ∈ B, then |C | |A| + |B| − 1.
2.3. Groups of order pq
Notation. Henceforth, G will be the nonabelian group of order pq, with p > q odd primes. We know
G has a presentation of the form 〈x, y | xq = yp = 1, xyx−1 = yn〉, where n is an element of order q in
the multiplicative group (Z/p)∗ . We will write N = 〈y〉 and H = 〈x〉.
We list some additional facts about G that will be used throughout this paper.
• N is normal, and G = N  H .
• p ≡ 1 (mod q). In particular, p  2q + 1.
• nk ≡ −1 (mod p) for all k.
• Dκ = κ = min{ f1, fq, f p, f pq} for all r and s.
• Nκ = min{ f1, f p, f pq} for all r and s.
• The group of automorphisms of G is 2-transitive on the set of subgroups of G of order q. That is,
given arbitrary subgroups H1, H2, H ′1, and H ′2 of G of order q with H1 = H2 and H ′1 = H ′2, there
exists an automorphism φ of G such that φ(H1) = H ′1 and φ(H2) = H ′2.
Deckelbaum proved the following theorem for the case where q = 3, and conjectured in [3] that
the result is true for general q.
Theorem 13. (See Deckelbaum [3].) If G is the nonabelian group of order pq with p > q = 3, then
μG(r, s) =
{NκG(r, s) if r, s > q and  rq  +  sq  < p,
κG(r, s) otherwise.
For certain r and s, Deckelbaum showed that Theorem 13 is true for general q.
Lemma 14. (See Deckelbaum [3].) Let G be the nonabelian group of order pq with p > q odd primes. Let
q + 1 r, s pq such that  rq  +  sq  p. Then μG(r, s) = κG(r, s).
Lemma 15. (See Deckelbaum [3].) Let G be the nonabelian group of order pq with p > q odd primes. Let
1 r, s pq such that r  q or s q. Then μG(r, s) = κG(r, s).
The following lemma states that if A and B are unions of cosets of N with only a few elements
removed, then the product set AB is large.
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primes. Let A and B be subsets of G such that |AN|  |A| + |N| − 2 and |BN|  |B| + |N| − 2. Then
|AB|NκG(|A|, |B|).
In addition, we need the following simple lemma which explores the consequences of the inequal-
ity fq(r, s) < f1(r, s).
Lemma 17. Let q, r, and s be positive integers. Let r = cq − u and s = dq − v, where 0  u, v  q − 1. If
fq(r, s) < f1(r, s), then u + v  q − 2.
Proof. We have
fq(r, s) = q(c + d − 1) = (r + u) + (s + v) − q = (r + s − 1) + u + v − q + 1
= f1(r, s) + u + v − q + 1.
Thus u + v − q + 1 < 0, so u + v  q − 2. 
We will use the following notation for raising every element of a set to some exponent.
Notation. If S ⊆ G and e ∈ Z, then Se will denote {se | s ∈ S}. Likewise, if s ∈ G and E ⊆ Z, then sE
will denote {se | e ∈ E}.
The following two lemmas are somewhat technical. They provide lower bounds on product set
sizes in specialized situations which will be useful in the proof of Theorem 20.
Lemma 18. Let p > q be odd primes. Let N be a cyclic group of order p with generator y, and let NA,NB ⊆ N
such that |NA |, |NB |  2 and |NA | + |NB | < p. Let n be an element of order q in (Z/p)∗ , let k1 and k2 be
distinct elements of Z/q, and let l1, l2 ∈ Z/p. If |NA yl1Nnk1B | = |NA | + |NB | − 1, then |NA yl2Nn
k2
B | |NA | +|NB |.
Proof. By Theorem 1, |NA yli NnkiB |  |NA yli | + |Nn
ki
B | − 1 = |NA | + |NB | − 1 for i ∈ {1,2}. Assume for
contradiction that |NA yl2Nnk2B | = |NA | + |NB | − 1. By Theorem 2, if |NA yli Nn
ki
B | = |NA | + |NB | − 1, then
NA yli and Nn
ki
B are arithmetic progressions with the same common difference. Note that NA y
li has the
same common difference as NA . Since nk2−k1 = −1, we conclude that nk1 = ±nk2 if and only if k1 = k2.
Since we assumed k1 = k2, we can use Lemma 3 to see that Nnk1B and Nn
k2
B cannot be arithmetic
progressions with the same common difference, a contradiction. Thus |NA yl2Nnk2B | |NA | + |NB |. 
Lemma 19. Let G = N  H be the nonabelian group of odd order pq with p > q odd primes. Let NA,NB ⊆ N
with |NA |, |NB |  2 and |NA | + |NB | < p. Let H A, HB ⊆ H such that HAHB = H, and let l ∈ Z/p. Then
|NAHA ylHBNB | (|NA | + |NB |)q − 1.
Proof. For each k ∈ Z/q, let ek, fk ∈ Z/q be such that xek x fk = xk , xek ∈ HA , and x fk ∈ HB . We compute
∣∣NAHA ylHBNB ∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
q−1⋃
k=0
NAx
ek ylx fk NB
∣∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣
q−1⋃
k=0
NA y
lnek xek x fk NB
∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣
q−1⋃
NA y
lnek xkNB
∣∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣
q−1⋃
NA y
lnek Nn
k
B x
k
∣∣∣∣∣=
q−1∑∣∣NA ylnek NnkB ∣∣.k=0 k=0 k=0
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|NB | − 1. Therefore, for all other k we have |NA ylnek NnkB |  |NA | + |NB |. We conclude that
|NAHA ylHBNB |∑q−1k=0 |NA ylnek NnkB | (|NA | + |NB |)q − 1, as desired. 
3. Computation of μG (r, s)
We prove the following conjecture of Deckelbaum.
Theorem 20. If G is the nonabelian group of order pq with p > q odd primes, then
μG(r, s) =
{NκG(r, s) if r, s > q and  rq  +  sq  < p,
κG(r, s) otherwise.
Proof. By Lemmas 14 and 15, we only need to consider the case where r, s > q and  rq + sq  < p. By
Theorem 8, it suﬃces to prove in this case that μ(r, s)Nκ(r, s). We assume for contradiction that
μ(r, s) <Nκ(r, s), and we let A and B be subsets of G such that |A| = r, |B| = s, and |AB| <Nκ(r, s).
Again using Theorem 8, we know κ(r, s) =Dκ(r, s)μ(r, s) <Nκ(r, s). Since κ =min{ f1, fq. f p, f pq}
and Nκ = min{ f1, f p, f pq}, we conclude that fq(r, s) <Nκ(r, s).
Since |AB| < Nκ(r, s), we know that |AB| < f1(r, s) = r + s − 1 and |AB| < f pq(r, s) = |G|. Thus,
by the contrapositive of Theorem 10, we conclude that there is a proper subgroup KA of G such
that |AKA | < |A| + |KA | − 1 or |KA A| < |A| + |KA | − 1. Likewise, there is a proper subgroup KB of G
such that |BKB | < |B| + |KB | − 1 or |KB B| < |B| + |KB | − 1. One can think of A as a union of cosets
of KA with a few elements removed. It is obvious that neither KA nor KB is the trivial group. The
remainder of this proof considers the various possibilities for KA and KB and in each case reaches a
contradiction by showing that |AB|Nκ(r, s).
3.1. |KA | = |KB | = q
Let r = cq − u and s = dq − v , where 0 u, v  q − 1, so c =  rq  and d =  sq . Since r, s > q and
 rq  +  sq  < p, we know that c,d 2 and c + d p − 1. We consider two cases, one where KA = KB ,
and one where KA = KB .
3.1.1. K A = KB = H ′
There is an automorphism of G that sends H ′ to H . Thus we can assume without loss of generality
that H ′ = H . We now split this case into four subcases based on whether A and B are contained in
left or right cosets of H .
Case. |AH| < |A| + |H| − 1 and |BH| < |B| + |H| − 1.
Let AH = NAH and BH = NBH , where NA,NB ⊆ N . By Lemma 11, |AH| = cq and |BH| = dq, so
|NA | = c and |NB | = d. Let HA = {h ∈ H | NAh ⊆ A}. Similarly, let HB = {h ∈ H | NBh ⊆ B}. If one thinks
of A as the union of cosets NAH with a few elements removed, then HA is the set of all h ∈ H such
that no element of NAh is removed. For h /∈ HA we know that at least one element of NAh is not
in A, so
qc − u = |A| |HA ||NA | +
(
q − |HA |
)(|NA | − 1)= qc − q + |HA |.
This implies that |HA |  q − u. Similarly, |HB |  q − v . Using Lemma 17, we know |HA | + |HB | 
2q − (u + v) q + 2.
By Theorem 1, HAHB = H . Since |H| = q < |HA | + |HB | − 1, the contrapositive of Theorem 12
implies that every element h ∈ H can be expressed as h = hAhB in at least two ways, where hA ∈ HA
and hB ∈ HB . Let k ∈ Z/q. Thus we can deﬁne ek, fk, e′k, f ′k ∈ Z/q so that k = ek + fk = e′k + f ′k , where
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′
k are distinct elements of HA , and x fk and x f
′
k are distinct elements of HB . Since NAHA ⊆ A
and NBHB ⊆ B , we ﬁnd that
|AB| |NAHANBHB |
∣∣∣∣∣
q−1⋃
k=0
(
NAx
ek NBx
fk ∪ NAxe′k NBx f ′k
)∣∣∣∣∣
=
q−1∑
k=0
∣∣NANnekB ∪ NANne′kB ∣∣
q−1∑
k=0
max
{∣∣NANnekB ∣∣, ∣∣NANne′kB ∣∣}.
By Lemma 18, for each k, either |NANnekB |  |NA | + |NB | or |NANn
e′k
B |  |NA | + |NB |. We obtain a
contradiction by computing
|AB|
q−1∑
k=0
(|NA | + |NB |)= q(c + d) r + s > f1(r, s).
Case. |HA| < |A| + |H| − 1 and |HB| < |B| + |H| − 1.
We observe that |A−1H| < |A−1|+|H|−1 and |B−1H| < |B−1|+|H|−1. Since |A−1| = r, |B−1| = s,
we can use the previous subcase to see that |AB| = |B−1A−1| > f1(s, r) = f1(r, s), a contradiction.
Case. |HA| < |A| + |H| − 1 and |BH| < |B| + |H| − 1.
We deﬁne notation similar to that of the ﬁrst subcase. Let HA = HNA and BH = NBH , where
NA,NB ⊆ N . By Lemma 11, |HA| = cq and |BH| = dq, so |NA | = c and |NB | = d. Let HA = {h ∈ H |
hNA ⊆ A}, and let HB = {h ∈ H | NBh ⊆ B}. Again, we know |HA | + |HB |  q + 2, so HAHB = H .
Likewise, Theorem 12 implies that for all k ∈ Z/q, there exist ek, fk, e′k, f ′k ∈ Z/q such that k = ek +
fk = e′k + f ′k , where xek and xe
′
k are distinct elements of HA , and x fk and x f
′
k are distinct elements of
HB . We compute
|AB| |HANANBHB |
∣∣∣∣∣
q−1⋃
k=0
(
xek NANBx
fk ∪ xe′k NANBx f ′k
)∣∣∣∣∣=
q−1∑
k=0
∣∣(NANB)nek ∪ (NANB)ne′k ∣∣.
Since c + d = |NA | + |NB | < p, Theorem 1 implies |NANB |  c + d − 1. If |NANB |  c + d, then we
obtain a contradiction since
|AB|
q−1∑
k=0
|NANB | q(c + d) r + s > f1(r, s).
Otherwise, we have |NANB | = |NA | + |NB | − 1. By Theorem 2, NA and NB must be arithmetic
progressions with the same common difference. This implies that NANB must also be an arithmetic
progression. Since c + d < p, we know that |NANB | p − 2. Because ek = e′k , we have nek = ±ne
′
k , so
we can use Lemma 3 to see that (NANB)n
ek and (NANB)n
e′k cannot have the same common difference.
In particular, these two sets are not equal, so |(NANB)nek ∪ (NANB)ne
′
k | |NANB | + 1. Thus we again
obtain a contradiction by computing
|AB|
q−1∑
k=0
(|NANB | + 1)= q(c + d) r + s > f1(r, s).
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Once again, let AH = NAH and HB = HNB , where NA,NB ⊆ N . By Lemma 11, |HA| = cq and
|BH| = dq, so |NA | = c and |NB | = d. Let HA = {h ∈ H | NAh ⊆ A}, and let HB = {h ∈ H | hNB ⊆ B}. As
before, we know |HA | + |HB | q + 2, so HAHB = H . Using Lemma 19, we obtain a contradiction by
computing
|AB| |NAHAHBNB |
(|NA | + |NB |)q − 1 = cq + dq − 1 f1(r, s).
3.1.2. K A = H ′ = H ′′ = KB
Since the group of automorphisms of G is 2-transitive on subgroups of G of order q, we can
assume without loss of generality that H ′ = H and H ′′ = yHy−1. Recall that r = cq − u and s =
dq − v , where 0 u, v  q − 1. Again, we split this case into subcases based on whether A and B are
contained in left or right cosets of H and yHy−1, respectively.
Case. |ByHy−1| < |B| + |yHy−1| − 1.
Note that |B| = |By| and |H| = |yHy−1|. Thus
∣∣(By)H∣∣= ∣∣ByHy−1∣∣< |B| + ∣∣yHy−1∣∣− 1 = |By| + |H| − 1.
Since |AH| < |A|+ |H|−1 or |HA| < |A|+ |H|−1, we can use the corresponding cases in Section 3.1.1
with B replaced with By to ﬁnd that |A(By)| f1(|A|, |By|). We obtain a contradiction by noting that
|AB| = ∣∣A(By)∣∣ f1(|A|, |By|)= f1(r, s).
Case. |yHy−1B| < |B| + |yHy−1| − 1 and |HA| < |A| + |H| − 1.
Observe that
∣∣H(Ay)∣∣= |H A| < |A| + |H| − 1 = |Ay| + |H| − 1,∣∣H(y−1B)∣∣= ∣∣yHy−1B∣∣< |B| + ∣∣yHy−1∣∣− 1 = ∣∣y−1B∣∣+ |H| − 1.
Again, using the corresponding case in Section 3.1.1, we obtain a contradiction by computing
|AB| = ∣∣(Ay)(y−1B)∣∣ f1(|Ay|, ∣∣y−1B∣∣)= f1(r, s).
Case. |yHy−1B| < |B| + |yHy−1| − 1 and |AH| < |A| + |H| − 1.
As before, we let AH = NAH and yHy−1B = yHy−1NB , where NA,NB ⊆ N . We again know
|NA | = c and |NB | = d. Let HA = {h ∈ H | NAh ⊆ A}, and let HB = {h ∈ H | yhy−1NB ⊆ B}. We know
|HA | + |HB | q + 2, so HAHB = H . Using Lemma 19, we obtain a contradiction by computing
|AB| ∣∣NAHA yHB y−1NB ∣∣ (|NA | + ∣∣y−1NB ∣∣)q − 1 = cq + dq − 1 f1(r, s).
3.2. K A = KB = N
The case where KA = KB = N follows from Lemma 16 proved by Deckelbaum in [3]. We have
|AN| < |A| + |N| − 1 and |BN| < |B| + |N| − 1. By Lemma 16, |AB|Nκ(r, s), a contradiction.
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3.3. K A = N, KB = H ′ , where |H ′| = q
There is an automorphism of G that sends H ′ to H , so we may assume without loss of generality
that H ′ = H . Let r = cp − u and s = dq − v , where 0 u  p − 1 and 0 v  q − 1. Since s > q, we
have d  2. (Note that in this section c and u are deﬁned using the prime p, whereas in Section 3.1,
these variables were all deﬁned using the prime q.) We must deal separately with the case where
r  p.
3.3.1. r  p
We have c = 1, so we can write A = aNA where a ∈ H and NA ⊆ N . Note that |NA | = r. We can
partition B =⋃q−1j=0 B jx j , where B j ⊆ N . Let J = { j ∈ Z/q | B j = ∅}. Note that ∑ j∈ J |B j| = s and that
|BN| = |NB| = p| J |. We compute
|AB| = ∣∣a−1AB∣∣= ∣∣∣∣⋃
j∈ J
NA B jx
j
∣∣∣∣
=
∑
j∈ J
|NAB j|
∑
j∈ J
min
{
r + |B j| − 1, p
}= s +∑
j∈ J
min
{
r − 1, p − |B j|
}
.
If for some j ∈ J we have r − 1  p − |B j |, then |AB|  s + r − 1 = f1(r, s), a contradiction. We
conclude that r + |B j| − 1 > p for all j ∈ J . Thus we have
|N| + |B| − 1 r + s − 1 > |AB|
∑
j∈ J
p = p| J | = |BN|.
Since KA = N , we know |AN| < |A| + |N| − 1, and we have just shown that |BN| < |B| + |N| − 1. We
use Lemma 16 to conclude that |AB|Nκ(r, s), a contradiction.
We now consider the other case, r > p.
3.3.2. r > p
We begin by introducing the notation we will use, which is summarized in Table 1. Recall that
r = cp − u and s = dq − v , where 0  u  p − 1 and 0  v  q − 1. We partition A = ⋃q−1i=0 Aixi ,
where Ai ⊆ N , and we partition B =⋃q−1j=0 B jx j =⋃q−1j=0 x jC j , where B j,C j ⊆ N . Note that B j = Cn jj , so
|B j | = |C j |. Let I be the set of elements i of Z/q such that Ai is nonempty. Likewise, let J be the set of
elements j of Z/q such that B j is nonempty. By Lemma 11, we know that |I| = c. Also by Lemma 11,
we know that |BH| = dq or |HB| = dq. Thus for all j, we either have |B j|q = |B jH|  |BH| = dq or
|B j |q = |HC j | |HB| = dq. Hence, |B j | d.
Let F = { j ∈ Z/q | |B j| = d}. Since d is the largest value |B j | can attain, one can think of F as
the set of all j such that B j is “full”. Again using Lemma 11, we know that q − 2  v = qd − s =∑q−1
j=0(d − |B j|). Thus d − |B j | is positive for at most q − 2 values of j, so |F |  2. Note also that
s =∑ j∈ J |B j | | J |d. Finally, let T = {i ∈ Z/q | |Ai| > p−d}, so T contains all i such that Ai is missing
at most d − 1 elements of N .
We begin by showing that, under our assumptions, |T | + | J |  q. Assume for contradiction that
|T | + | J | > q. An example of this case is shown in Fig. 1. We will proceed by ordering the B j in
decreasing order by cardinality, and then applying Corollary 6 to the subsets T and J of Z/q. Let
j0, . . . , j| J |−1 be an ordering of the elements of J such that |B jl |  |B jl′ | whenever l  l′ . Note that
j0 ∈ F so |B j0 | = d. We apply Corollary 6 to obtain a sequence α1, . . . ,αq of elements of T and a
sequence β1, . . . , βq of elements of J , such that the αl + βl are distinct, βl = j0 for 1  l  |T |, and
βl ∈ { j0, . . . , jl−|T |} for |T | l q. Hence, |Bβl | = d for l |T | and |Bβl | |B jl−|T | | for l |T |. Using the
fact that |Aαl | p − d + 1, we obtain a contradiction by computing
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Summary of notation used in Section 3.3.2.
G a nonabelian group of order pq with p and q odd primes.
x and y the generators of G with G = 〈x, y | xq = yp = 1, xyx−1 = yn〉.
n an element of order q in the multiplicative group (Z/p)∗ .
H and N the subgroups generated by x and y, respectively.
A and B subsets of G with |AB| <Nκ(r, s).
r and s |A| and |B|, respectively.
c and u integers such that r = cp − u and 0 u p − 1.
d and v integers such that s = dq − v and 0 v  q − 1.
v ′ v − (q − | J |)d.
Ai subsets of N such that A =⋃q−1i=0 Aixi .
B j and C j subsets of N such that B =⋃q−ij=0 B jx j =⋃q−1j=0 x jCk .
I {i ∈ Z/q | Ai = ∅}.
J { j ∈ Z/q | B j = ∅} = { j ∈ Z/q | C j = ∅}.
i0, . . . , i|I|−1 an ordering on I such that the |Ail | are weakly decreasing.
j0, . . . , j| J |−1 an ordering on J such that the |B jl | are weakly decreasing.
T {i ∈ Z/q | |Ai | > p − d}.
F { j ∈ Z/q | |B j | = d} = { j ∈ Z/q | |C j | = d}.
E {k /∈ T | |⋃i∈k−F Ai Bnik−i | = |Ak| + d − 1}.
Fig. 1. The case where |T | + | J | > q. The circles represent the elements yi x j of the nonabelian group of order 55. The ﬁlled in
circles represent the elements of A and B , respectively. The cosets corresponding to T are circled in the left grid, and the cosets
corresponding to J are circled in the right grid. Here, c = 3, d = 2, |T | = 2, and | J | = 4. The table lists the values of αl and βl
that one could obtain from the application of Corollary 6 for this case, as well as the corresponding bounds on the number of
elements of A, B , and AB in the cosets.
|AB|
∣∣∣∣∣
q⋃
l=1
Aαl x
αl Bβl x
βl
∣∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣
q⋃
l=1
Aαl B
nαl
βl
xαl+βl
∣∣∣∣∣
=
q∑
l=1
∣∣Aαl Bnαlβl ∣∣
q∑
l=1
min
{
p, |Aαl | + |Bβl | − 1
}
=
|T |−1∑
l=1
min
{
p, |Aαl | + |Bβl | − 1
}+ q∑
l=|T |
min
{
p, |Aαl | + |Bβl | − 1
}

|T |−1∑
l=1
min
{
p, (p − d + 1) + d − 1}+ q∑
l=|T |
min
{
p, (p − d + 1) + |B jl−|T | | − 1
}
Y. Berchenko-Kogan / Journal of Number Theory 132 (2012) 2316–2335 2327Fig. 2. The case where |T | > 0. The circles represent the elements yix j of the nonabelian group of order 55. The ﬁlled in circles
represent the elements of A and B , respectively. The cosets corresponding to T and J are circled. Here, c = 4, d = 2, |T | = 1,
and | J | = 4. The ﬁrst table lists the values of αl and βl that one could obtain from the application of Corollary 6 to the sets T
and J , and the second table lists the values of αl and βl that one could obtain from the application of Corollary 5 to the sets I
and J later in the proof.
=
|T |−1∑
l=1
p +
q∑
l=|T |
(
p − d + |B jl−|T | |
)= pq − q∑
l=|T |
(
d − |B jl−|T | |
)
 pq −
q−1∑
j=0
(
d − |B j|
)= pq − (dq − s) > q(p − 1) q(⌈ r
q
⌉
+
⌈
s
q
⌉)
> f1(r, s).
Thus we may henceforth assume that |T | + | J |  q. We now must consider two cases, one where
p < r  p(q − 1), and one where r > p(q − 1).
Case. p < r  p(q − 1).
In this case, 2 c  q − 1. We will ﬁrst assume that |T | > 0 and use this to show that |I| + | J | −
1 > q. We will show that this, in turn, implies that c  q, a contradiction. We will then assume that
T = ∅ and use this to show that |AB| > f1(r, s), another contradiction.
Assume for contradiction that |T | > 0. Fig. 2 shows an example of this case. Like we did earlier,
we can apply Corollary 6 to obtain elements αl of T and βl of J for 1  l  |T | + | J | − 1, such that
the αl + βl are all distinct, |Bβl | = d for l |T |, and |Bβl | |B jl−|T | | for l |T |. We compute
|AB|
∣∣∣∣∣
|T |+| J |−1⋃
l=1
Aαl x
αl Bβl x
βl
∣∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣
|T |+| J |−1⋃
l=1
Aαl B
nαl
βl
xαl+βl
∣∣∣∣∣
=
|T |+| J |−1∑
l=1
∣∣Aαl Bnαlβl ∣∣
|T |+| J |−1∑
l=1
min
{
p, |Aαl | + |Bβl | − 1
}

|T |−1∑
l=1
min
{
p, (p − d + 1) + d − 1}+ |T |+| J |−1∑
l=|T |
min
{
p, (p − d + 1) + |B jl−|T | | − 1
}
= p(|T | + | J | − 1)− |T |+| J |−1∑
l=|T |
(
d − |B jl−|T | |
)
 p
(|T | + | J | − 1)−∑
j∈ J
(
d − |B j|
)
= p(|T | + | J | − 1)− (d| J | − s)= s + p|T | − p + (p − d)| J |. (1)
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r  p|T | + (p − d)| J | + 2− p.
We know that if i ∈ I \ T then |Ai | p − d. Recall that |I| = c. Thus
r  p|T | + (p − d)(c − |T |).
We conclude that
0 (p − d)(c − |T |)− ((p − d)| J | + 2− p)= (p − d)(c − |T | − | J | + 1)+ (d − 2). (2)
Since |T | 1, we know that | J | q − 1. This implies that
(q − 1)d | J |d s qd − (q − 2).
Thus d q − 2 < p2 , so d − 2 < p − d. Using (2), we see that c  |T | + | J | − 1.
We know dq − v = s d| J |, which implies that
| J | q − v
d
 q − q − 2
2
= q + 2
2
. (3)
We conclude that 2| J | + |T | q + 3, so
|I| + | J | − 1 = c + | J | − 1 |T | + 2| J | − 2 > q.
We will now order the Ai and order the B j in decreasing order by cardinality, and then care-
fully apply Corollary 5 to I and J . Let i0, . . . , ic−1 be an ordering of the elements of I such
that |Ail |  |Ail′ | whenever l  l′ . Recall that j0, . . . , j| J |−1 is an ordering of the elements of J
such that |B jl |  |B jl′ | whenever l  l′ . Since T is deﬁned to contain all i such that |Ai | is suf-
ﬁciently large, we know that T = {i0, . . . , i|T |−1}. We now apply Corollary 5 using the ordering
I unionsq J = {i0, j0, i1, i2, . . . , i|T |−1, j1, j2, . . . , j| J |−1, i|T |, . . . , ic−1}. We thus obtain a sequence α1, . . . ,αq
of elements of I and a sequence β1, . . . , βq of elements of J , such that
• αl + βl are distinct for all l,
• αl ∈ T for 1 l |T | + | J | − 1,
• αl ∈ {i0, . . . , il−| J |} so |Aαl | |Ail−| J | | for |T | + | J | − 1 l q,• βl = j0 so |Bβl | = d for l |T |, and• βl ∈ { j0, . . . , jl−|T |} so |Bβl | |B jl−|T | | for |T | l |T | + | J | − 1.
Using computations analogous to the ones in (1), we can obtain a better bound on |AB|. We
compute
|AB|
q∑
l=1
min
{
p, |Aαl | + |Bβl | − 1
}
=
|T |−1∑
l=1
min
{
p, |Aαl | + |Bβl | − 1
}+ |T |+| J |−1∑
l=|T |
min
{
p, |Aαl | + |Bβl | − 1
}
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q∑
l=|T |+| J |
min
{
p, |Aαl | + |Bβl | − 1
}

|T |−1∑
l=1
min
{
p, (p − d + 1) + d − 1}+ |T |+| J |−1∑
l=|T |
min
{
p, (p − d + 1) + |B jl−|T | | − 1
}
+
q∑
l=|T |+| J |
min
{
p, |Ail−| J | | + 1− 1
}
= p(|T | + | J | − 1)− |T |+| J |−1∑
l=|T |
(
d − |B jl−|T | |
)+ q−| J |∑
l=|T |
|Ail |
 p
(|T | + | J | − 1)−∑
j∈ J
(
d − |B j|
)+ q−| J |∑
l=|T |
|Ail |
= p(|T | + | J | − 1)− (d| J | − s)+ q−| J |∑
l=|T |
|Ail |
= s + p|T | − p + (p − d)| J | +
q−| J |∑
l=|T |
|Ail |.
Since |AB| r + s − 2, we conclude that
r  p|T | − p + (p − d)| J | + 2+
q−| J |∑
l=|T |
|Ail |.
We also have
r =
|T |−1∑
l=0
|Ail | +
q−| J |∑
l=|T |
|Ail | +
c−1∑
q−| J |+1
|Ail | p|T | +
( q−| J |∑
l=|T |
|Ail |
)
+ (c − q + | J | − 1)(p − d).
We conclude that
0
(
c − q + | J | − 1)(p − d) − (p − d)| J | + p − 2 = (c − q)(p − d) + (d − 2).
As we showed earlier, |T | 1 implies | J | q − 1, which in turn implies d − 2 < p − d. We conclude
that c  q, which contradicts the assumption of this subcase. Thus we may henceforth assume |T | = 0.
Since T is empty, we know |Ai| p − d for all i ∈ Z/q, which implies that |Ai | + |B j| p for all
i, j ∈ Z/q. See Fig. 3 for an example of this case. Recall that |I| = c. Recall also that i0, . . . , ic−1 is an
ordering of I and j0, . . . , j| J |−1 is an ordering of J such that the |Ail | and the |B jl | are each weakly
decreasing. In particular, |Ai0 | |Ai | for all i ∈ I . Thus we have
p − 2 u = cp − r =
∑(
p − |Ai|
)
 c
(
p − |Ai0 |
)
.i∈I
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represent the elements of A and B , respectively. Here, c = 3, d = 2 and | J | = 4. The table lists the values of αl and βl that one
could obtain from the application of Corollary 6 for this case, as well as the corresponding bounds on the number of elements
of A, B , and AB in the cosets.
Thus
|Ai0 | p −
p − 2
c
 p − p − 2
2
>
p
2
> q.
Let μ =min{q, | J | + c − 1}. We apply Corollary 6 to the sets J and I , ordered as above, except we
swap the roles of αl and βl in the corollary. We obtain a sequence α1, . . . ,αμ of elements of I and a
sequence β1, . . . , βμ of elements of J , such that αl + βl are distinct for 1 l  μ, βl ∈ { j0, . . . , jl−1}
for 1 l  | J |, αl = i0 for 1 l  | J |, and αl ∈ {i0, . . . , il−| J |} for | J | l μ. Hence, |Bβl | |B jl−1 | for
1  l  | J |. αl = i0 for 1  l  | J |, and |Aαl |  |Ail−| J | | for | J |  l  μ. In addition, we know by (3)
that | J |  q+22 > 2. Using computations analogous to the ones in (1), we obtain a contradiction by
computing
|AB|
μ∑
l=1
min
{
p, |Aβl | + |Bαl | − 1
}= μ∑
l=1
(|Aβl | + |Bαl | − 1)

| J |∑
l=1
(|Ai0 | + |B jl−1 | − 1)+
μ∑
l=| J |+1
(|Ail−| J | | + 1− 1)
 | J ||Ai0 | +
(∑
j∈ J
|B j|
)
− | J | +
(
μ−| J |∑
l=1
|Ail |
)
−
c−1∑
l=μ−| J |+1
(|Ai0 | − |Ail |)
= (| J | − 1+ (| J | + c − 1− μ))|Ai0 | + s − | J | +
c−1∑
l=0
|Ail |

(| J | − 1)|Ai0 | + r + s − | J | > 1 · q + r + s − q > f1(r, s).
We now move on to the case where r > p(q − 1).
Case. r > p(q − 1).
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tation 〈x, y | x5 = y11 = 1, xyx−1 = y3〉. The ﬁlled in circles represent the elements of A and B , respectively. In the three grids,
the cosets corresponding to T , F , and E are circled, respectively. Note: This example does not satisfy  rq + sq  < p, but suﬃces
to illustrate the proof, and examples that do meet this condition can be found for larger groups.
In this case c = q. Like in the previous case, we begin by showing that T = ∅. We use this result
to show that |AB| > f1(r, s) assuming |BH| < s + q − 1, and then we use a similar argument to show
that |AB| > f1(r, s) when |HB| < s + q − 1. See Fig. 4 for an example of this case.
Recall that B =⋃q−1j=0 B jx j =⋃q−1j=0 x jC j , and that F = { j ∈ Z/q | |B j| = d}. Let h ∈ xF = {x j | j ∈ F }.
We know |AB| = |A(Bh−1)| and |B| = |Bh−1|. Note that if we partition Bh−1 =⋃q−1j=0 B ′j x j and deﬁne
F ′ = { j ∈ Z/q | |B ′j| = d}, we ﬁnd that 0 ∈ F ′ . Therefore, we can assume without loss of generality that
0 ∈ F . Recalling that s = dq − v , we compute
s = |B| |F |d + (| J | − |F |)(d − 1) = qd − (q − | J |)d − | J | + |F | = s + v − (q − | J |)d − | J | + |F |.
If we let v ′ = v − (q − | J |)d, we ﬁnd that |F | | J | − v ′  q − v .
We have
r + s − 2 |AB|
∣∣∣∣∣
q−1⋃
i=0
⋃
j∈F
Aix
i B jx
j
∣∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣
q−1⋃
i=0
⋃
j∈F
Ai B
ni
j x
i+ j
∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣
q−1⋃
k=0
⋃
i∈k−F
Ai B
ni
k−i x
k
∣∣∣∣∣=
q−1∑
k=0
∣∣∣∣ ⋃
i∈k−F
Ai B
ni
k−i
∣∣∣∣, (4)
where we reindex by letting k = i + j. The condition j ∈ F then becomes i ∈ k − F . In addition, we
have
∣∣∣∣ ⋃
i∈k−F
Ai B
ni
k−i
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣AkBnk0 ∣∣min{p, |Ak| + d − 1}.
Recall that T = {i ∈ Z/q | |Ai| > p − d}. Therefore, for k ∈ T , we have |⋃i∈k−F Ai Bnik−i | = p  |Ak|.
Likewise, for all k /∈ T we have |⋃i∈k−F Ai Bnik−i | |Ak| + d − 1. We deﬁne E to be the set where this
minimum is attained. That is, we let
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{
k /∈ T
∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣ ⋃
i∈k−F
Ai B
ni
k−i
∣∣∣∣= |Ak| + d − 1
}
. (5)
Note that T and E are disjoint. Continuing (4), we ﬁnd
r + s − 2
∑
k∈T
∣∣∣∣ ⋃
i∈k−F
Ai B
ni
k−i
∣∣∣∣+∑
k∈E
∣∣∣∣ ⋃
i∈k−F
Ai B
ni
k−i
∣∣∣∣+ ∑
k/∈T∪E
∣∣∣∣ ⋃
i∈k−F
Ai B
ni
k−i
∣∣∣∣

∑
k∈T
|Ak| +
∑
k∈E
(|Ak| + d − 1)+ ∑
k/∈T∪E
(|Ak| + d)
= |A| + (q − |T |)d − |E| = r + s + v − d|T | − |E|.
Thus |E| v + 2− d|T |.
If k ∈ E and j ∈ F , then since k /∈ T we have
p > |Ak| + d − 1 =
∣∣∣∣ ⋃
i∈k−F
Ai B
ni
k−i
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣Ak− j Bnk− jj ∣∣min{p, |Ak− j| + d − 1}.
Thus |Ak− j | +d− 1 < p, so k− j /∈ T . Thus the sets E − F and T are disjoint, and so |E − F | + |T | q.
Assume for contradiction that |T | > 0. Then |E − F | < q, which implies that |E − F |  |E| + |F | − 1.
Recall that |T | + | J | q. We obtain a contradiction by computing
0 |E − F | + |T | − q |E| + |F | − 1+ |T | − q

(
v + 2− d|T |)+ (| J | − v ′)− 1+ |T | − q = (q − | J | − |T |)(d − 1) + 1 > 0.
We conclude that T = ∅, so |Ai | + d  p for all i ∈ Z/q. We now consider two subcases, one where
|BH| < s + q − 1, and one where |HB| < s + q − 1.
Subcase. |BH| < s + q − 1.
Recall that we assumed without loss of generality that 0 ∈ F . Let NB =⋃q−1j=0 B j , so NBH = BH . By
Lemma 11, we know |NB | = d. In particular, if j ∈ F , then B j = NB . Let k ∈ Z/q. For all i ∈ k− F , note
that Bk−i = NB . Assume that for some i ∈ k − F we have AiNniB  AkNn
k
B . Then
∣∣∣∣ ⋃
i∈k−F
Ai B
ni
k−i
∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣ ⋃
i∈k−F
AiN
ni
B
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣AkNnkB ∣∣+ 1min{p, |Ak| + d − 1}+ 1 = |Ak| + d.
Thus k /∈ E . We conclude that, for all k ∈ E , we have AiNniB ⊆ AkNn
k
B for all i ∈ k − F . In addition, for
all k ∈ E , we know by Theorem 2 that either |Ak| + d = p or Ak and NnkB are arithmetic progressions
with the same common difference.
Recall that |F | q − v and that |E| v + 2− d|T | = v + 2. Thus for all k ∈ Z/q, we know that
∣∣(k − F ) ∩ E∣∣ |F | + |E| − q (q − v) + (v + 2) − q = 2. (6)
Let k0 ∈ E . We know k0 − F contains an element of E other than k0. Since Z/q is ﬁnite, we can
repeatedly ﬁnd such an element to obtain an L-periodic sequence (kl) such that k0 = kL for some
Y. Berchenko-Kogan / Journal of Number Theory 132 (2012) 2316–2335 2333L  2, and for each l, kl+1 is an element of (kl − F ) ∩ E other than kl . We conclude that Akl+1Nn
kl+1
B ⊆
Akl N
nkl
B for all l. Thus Ak0N
nk
B = Akl Nn
kl
B for all l. We compute that
|Ak0 | + d − 1 =
∣∣Ak0Nnk0B ∣∣= ∣∣Akl NnklB ∣∣= |Akl | + d − 1.
This implies that |Ak0 | = |Akl | for all l. Moreover, for all l, we know that either |Akl | + d = p or
Akl and N
nkl
B are arithmetic progressions with the same common difference. Assume for the sake of
contradiction that |Ak0 | + d < p. Then |Akl | + d < p for all l. Thus Ak0Nn
k0
B = Akl Nn
kl
B is an arithmetic
progression with the same common difference as Nn
kl
B , for all l. Moreover, we know |Ak0Nn
k0
B | =
|Ak0 | + d − 1 p − 2. Since k0 = k1, we know nk0 = ±nk1 , so we conclude by Lemma 3 that Nn
k0
B and
Nn
k1
B cannot be arithmetic progressions with the same common difference. This is a contradiction,
so we must have that |Ak| + d = p for all k ∈ E , which implies that |AkNnkB | = p − 1 for all k ∈ E .
Note that for all k ∈ Z/q, Eq. (6) implies that (k − F ) ∩ E = ∅. We can therefore use (4) to obtain a
contradiction by computing
|AB|
q−1∑
k=0
∣∣∣∣ ⋃
i∈k−F
Ai B
ni
k−i
∣∣∣∣
q−1∑
k=0
∣∣∣∣ ⋃
i∈(k−F )∩E
AiN
ni
B
∣∣∣∣ q(p − 1)
⌈
r
q
⌉
+
⌈
s
q
⌉
> f1(r, s).
We can now move on to the second subcase.
Subcase. |HB| < s + q − 1.
Let NB =⋃q−1j=0 C j , so HNB = HB . (Note that here we are deﬁning NB in terms of the C j instead of
the B j .) Much of the following argument is analogous to that of the previous subcase, although there
are some key differences. For j ∈ F , we have C j = NB . Using B j = Cn jj and T = ∅, we can rewrite (5)
as
E =
{
k ∈ Z/q
∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ ⋃
i∈k−F
AiC
nk
k−i
∣∣∣∣= |Ak| + d − 1
}
.
Let k ∈ Z/q. Recall that T = ∅, so |Ak| + d p. If i ∈ k − F and Ai  Ak , then
∣∣∣∣ ⋃
i∈k−F
AiC
nk
k−i
∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣
( ⋃
i∈k−F
Ai
)
Nn
k
B
∣∣∣∣min
{
p,
∣∣∣∣ ⋃
i∈k−F
Ai
∣∣∣∣+ d − 1
}

(|Ak| + 1)+ d − 1 = |Ak| + d.
Thus k /∈ E . Therefore, for all k ∈ E , we know that Ai ⊆ Ak for all i ∈ k − F . In addition, for all k ∈ E ,
we know by Theorem 2 that either |Ak| + d = p or Ak and NnkB are arithmetic progressions with the
same common difference.
Recall from (6) that |(k − F ) ∩ E|  2 for all k ∈ Z/q. Let k0 ∈ E . We know k0 − F contains an
element of E other than k0. Since Z/q is ﬁnite, we conclude that there is an L-periodic sequence (kl)
such that k0 = kL for some L  2, and kl+1 ∈ (kl − F ) ∩ E for all l. We conclude that Akl+1 ⊆ Akl for
all l. Thus Ak0 = Akl for all l.
For all l, we know that either |Akl | + d = p or Akl and Nn
kl
B are arithmetic progressions with
the same common difference. Assume for contradiction that |Ak0 | + d < p. Since k0 = k1, we know
nk0 = ±nk1 , so we conclude by Lemma 3 that Nnk0B and Nn
k1
B cannot be arithmetic progressions
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metic progression with the same common difference as both Nn
k0
B and N
nk1
B . Thus we must have
|Ak| + d = p for all k ∈ E . This implies that |AkNnk
′
B |  p − 1 for all k ∈ E and k′ ∈ Z/q. Recall that
for all k ∈ Z/q, we have (k − F ) ∩ E = ∅. We again use (4) to obtain a contradiction by comput-
ing
|AB|
q−1∑
k=0
∣∣∣∣ ⋃
i∈k−F
Ai B
ni
k−i
∣∣∣∣=
q−1∑
k=0
∣∣∣∣ ⋃
i∈k−F
AiC
nk
k−i
∣∣∣∣=
q−1∑
k=0
∣∣∣∣ ⋃
i∈k−F
AiN
nk
B
∣∣∣∣

q−1∑
k=0
∣∣∣∣ ⋃
i∈(k−F )∩E
AiN
nk
B
∣∣∣∣ q(p − 1)
⌈
r
q
⌉
+
⌈
s
q
⌉
> f1(r, s).
This completes the case where |KA | = p and |KB | = q. To ﬁnish the proof, we reduce the case
where |KA | = q and |KB | = p to the previous case.
3.4. K A = H ′ , KB = N, where |H ′| = q
Observe that |A−1| = |A|, |B−1| = |B|, and |B−1A−1| = |AB|. Note also that |B−1N| = |BN|,
|A−1H ′| = |H ′A|, and |H ′A−1| = |AH ′|. Thus this case reduces to the previous case.
We have obtained a contradiction for every choice of KA and KB by showing that AB must have
at least Nκ(r, s) elements. Thus we have shown that if r, s  q and  rq  +  sq  < p then μ(r, s) =
Nκ(r, s), which completes the proof. 
4. Future work
It is likely that the techniques used to prove Theorem 20 could be used to compute μ for other
nonabelian groups. In particular, if G is a group with few subgroups (up to automorphisms of G),
then using Theorem 10 to split the proof into cases based on choices of subgroups KA and KB might
be an effective method of computing μG . In addition, it is likely that the techniques from Section 3.1
could be applied to other groups.
For ﬁnite abelian groups and, more generally, for ﬁnite nilpotent groups, the functions μG , κG , and
NκG are equal for all r and s. For nonabelian groups of order pq, μG(r, s) = NκG(r, s) for most r
and s. This leads us to ask the following question.
Question. Under what conditions is μG(r, s) =NκG(r, s)?
We also restate related conjectures of Eliahou and Kervaire [7].
Conjecture. For any ﬁnite group G we have μG(r, s) κG(r, s) for all r and s.
Conjecture. For any solvable group G and integers r and s, there exists d such that d is the order of a subgroup
of G, and μG(r, s) = fd(r, s).
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